
Three new lighting designs
From Bolia’s AW23 Collection: Acorn, Campa & Aluna

The AW23 collection by Bolia welcomes three new lighting designs: the Acorn floor lamp, Campa wall 
lamp and Aluna pendant. While the three have very distinctive expressions, they are united by the  
Bolia philosophy: they are timeless pieces, designed to last, that speak to the senses and invite well- 
being and softness to the home.

Timeless aesthetics, natural materials, and a blend of Scandinavian and Japanese design traditions are three 
things that characterise the expression of the AW23 collection by Bolia. These key features are reflected in the 
three new designs, intended to illuminate both private and professional spaces.

The Acorn floor lamp stands out with its eye-catching, organic silhouette. Its slender metal suspension arm 
adds a touch of sophistication and blends perfectly with its travertine foot and white fabric lampshade, which 
diffuses a soft light. Subtle details in FSC®-certified oak add a warm touch. The Acorn series is designed by 365° 
North.

The Campa wall lamp features an elegant lampshade in fluted opal glass. Wooden details provide a striking  
contrast. Danish architecture studio Spant’s idea for the Campa series was to create simple, eye-catching lighting 
with few components. The silhouette of the lampshade guides the light downward while the translucent opal 
glass diffuses it with splendor.

The Quaglio Simonelli duo created the Aluna pendant with particular attention to architectural detail. Its  
elegant shape makes it a focal point in any space. The luxurious expression comes from the iron that makes up 
the large lampshade, and the subtle brass-covered cord. Inside the dome, an opaque diffuser softens the light 
while hiding the lightbulbs.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 84 design stores across Europe as well as online shops in 30 
countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for 
longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections 
are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tai-

lor-made to fit the customer’s needs
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